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if you have trouble with ms outlook or want to import emails from ost file to
outlook or some other mail client, then you can use this tool. it has two

versions: demo and full licensed. in addition, a demo version is limited in the
number of converted emails. but, the full version of the outlook ost export
tool will extract emails in bulk. the software can be used with all version of
ms office including microsoft outlook, microsoft office 2010, ms office 365
and iphone, android and ipad. ms outlook is one of the most widely used

mail client in the world. the application is used by a huge number of people
every day. this windows application stores your emails in a cloud. in such a

case, a mailbox file may be encrypted. to get outlook data back, you can use
stellar ost to pst converter to break the file and extract data. the tool

automatically finds the email header, tags and retrieves the body of the
messages, contacts, calendar, and notes. storing emails in exchange is not
an easy task. often, exchange users may accidentally delete the email or its
entries from the exchange mailbox. it is possible to recover email messages

from the mail box but this process is time-consuming. stellar ost to pst
converter will help you recover outlook emails from any damaged mailbox

files. besides, the software can convert a huge number of emails to pst
quickly. the converter tool features full recovery, bulk recovery, and

password recovery options. the tool is compatible with various version of ms
outlook, including 2010, 2007, 2003, 2000, 2003 and 97, 98. the stellar ost
to pst converter tool is a flexible tool that can extract emails from the ost

mailbox without errors. this tool can extract emails from any version of ms
outlook including 2010, 2007, 2003, 2000, 97 and 98.
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converter can be
downloaded from the

vendor site, which
you simply install on

your windows
system. it supports
outlook 2016, 2013,
2010, 2007 formats

and all windows
versions. the
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a full version that
costs $49. gaintools
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supports all versions

of ms outlook and
microsoft exchange

server and
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vcf, html, and other
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recover deleted
items from your
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export and save data
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office 365 inbox, can
you? then here is the

solution to
permanently get rid

of the office 365
emails and get them
converted to pst. as
an outlook password
protected email ost

to pst converter,
convert it to outlook
pst format.with the

help of this tool,
users can convert

large volume of ost
files.it safely convert
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ost files and make
them accessible to

the users to work on
them. the tool is the

best and the only
tool which can
convert ost to
outlook pst.
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